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More than three
years after
the enactment
of the Bank
Secrecy Act,
reporting levels
are a fraction of
estimates. Has
this regulatory
change been
lost in the
shadow of
other changes,
such as TRID?

panded its requirements for reporting of

records of cash purchases of negotiable
-

residential mortgage loan originating
companies. This expansion was expected,
over time, to help the ability of regulators and the mortgage industry to have
greater transparency in and awareness of
mortgage fraud trends. However, more
than three years after the effective date
of the regulation, reporting levels are a
fraction of estimates. Has this regulatory
change been lost in the shadow of other

amount), and to report suspicious activity that might signify money laundering,
tax evasion, or other criminal activities. It
was passed by the Congress of the United
States in 1970. The BSA is sometimes
referred to as an anti-money laundering
AML acts, including provisions in Title III of
enacted up to the present to amend the

This article provides insight into the
and Anti-Money Laundering requirements
complexities in deciding how to approach
reporting as potential fraudulent trends
continue to evolve.

Beginning in 2002, mortgage loan fraud

From 2002 to 2012, Suspicious Activ-

BACKGROUND AND TIMELINE

The Currency and Foreign Transac-

-

government agencies to detect and pre-

tions, and reporting volumes increased

much of the reported activity was found
during review of defaulted loans years after
the actual suspicious activity, the reporting
six-year delay versus the start of suspi-
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-

MARKET SHARE INCREASE
FOR NONBANK LENDERS

rise in mortgage loan fraud in the years before the

Originations in the industry moved away from

perspective, half of the suspicious mortgage origiexpansion.
Figure 1: FinCEN 2012 SAR Data

RELATIVELY LOW FILINGS

ed in the responsibility to maintain anti-money laun-

gage originations:

ments.

-

stitutions averaged 2,731 per month in 2014 and
2,134 per month in 2015.
-

KEY DATES:
February 14, 2012

-

-

cious activity, including but not limited to fraudulent
attempts to obtain a mortgage or launder money
by use of the proceeds of other crimes to purchase

averaged 294 per month in 2014 and 390 per
month in 2015.

14, 2012)

per month.

-

-

August 13, 2012 – Effective date for compliance
April, 2013

August, 2014
tive within the FinCEN electronic reporting system.

-

lower than expected. The impact of delayed discoveries may account for a portion of the difference,
-

Today,

COMPLEXITIES IN REPORTING – SHOULD
YOU OR SHOULD YOU NOT?
proprietorships to large corporations. Although most

availability had multiple changes and inconsistencies.
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may struggle when determining whether a situation
of mortgage fraud or suspected mortgage fraud
should be reported. Misrepresentation and fraud
can occur over the life of the loan, from origination
tions, and the schemes and trends can change over
time. The mortgage industry does not have a single

Anti-Money Laundering Examination Manual ac-

tions rather than individual decisions.

-

BEST PRACTICES

attempted misrepresentation or fraud.
Most origination-type misrepresentations are
based on false statements or omissions regarding the
resentation of the terms of the transaction or settlement details. Often, the intent behind misrepresentation appears clear, such as the case of a fabricated or
is uncertain whether discrepancies are due to misunderstanding, incomplete documentation, or a true
intent to defraud.
An example of a less clear situation is where a

sion to report or not, the following guidelines are
suggested:

•

-

Create and execute on a policy regarding emof suspicious situations to promote consistency in

•

Include auditable fraud prevention and detection
processes in your transaction and quality control
is prudent for your organization. If you have a
process, adhere to it consistently.

cash out prior to purchasing another home. On the
standard loan application, the occupancy question is
phrased: “Do you intend to occupy the property as

CONCLUSION
trend of increased problematic activities. The expan-

does not specify for how long the applicant intends
to occupy. However, at closing, the mortgage document includes a covenant that the borrower intends
to occupy the property within 60 days and for a
period of 12 months.

tive step in closing gaps that could be exploited by
institutions accountable for controlling and reporting fraud. Successful execution of the expansion will
provide FinCEN, regulators, law enforcement, and
most importantly, the mortgage industry with a more
complete and possibly timelier view of fraud activity.
As we enter an era of increased credit availability, the

property to purchase a new primary residence and
moves to the new property, is this a case of intentional fraud, incomplete documentation, or a misun-

levels may be an even better warning if these changes

initially may result in different decisions. Therefore, it
mentation to support each decision.
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